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The current field of web-based communities undergoes a drastic innovation, not only get 
its human partners more and more facilities to find each other and bond around any 
aspect of life. Since recently the rapidly evolving fields of big data, analytics, machine 
learning and deep learning have joined the sophisticated orchestration of online 
communities as well. In this issue the main keyword is ‘in the cloud’. However, what we 
have seen in the Facebook dramas in 2017 and 2018, ‘cloud’ is no longer just a way for 
storage: it is inevitably an arena for exploiting social data beyond its scope of initial 
agreement. In recent times, the rapid development of information and communication 
technologies have categorised the web technologies and made fundamental changes to 
the community building, collaboration, and organising in economic and social life. In 
specific, the online community brings large numbers of geographically dispersed 
individuals together towards supporting an activity, interest or identity. There are many 
novel methods of organising the individuals for the knowledge creation and innovation. 
With growing number of memberships among online communities, the need for better 
technologies to support the organisation, governance, and processes of communities is 
found to high. The technological solutions for the larger community base can be easily 
met with the cloud computing paradigm. 

In this issue we present research results and state-of-the-art report from India, 
Republic of Korea, and Turkey. As a hot topic at the moment, ‘Cloud-based opportunities 
for online communities’ arouse a lot of attention among global researchers working with 
cloud computing paradigm. The papers included in this special issue cover several 
important topics and present some of the key directions in this vibrant and rapidly 
expanding area of research and development in cloud-based online communities. We 
hope that the set of selected papers provides the research community with a better 
understanding of the current directions and areas to focus in future. 

This special issue aims at presenting the latest developments, trends, and solutions of 
web-based communities with special focuses on cloud computing paradigm. 

The first article by Saikishor Jangiti et al., ‘Automated question extraction and 
tagging for cloud-based online communities’ proposes a new question generation system 
for automated question generation for cloud-based community question answering 
platforms. The proposed system has been evaluated with human effort. The elementary 
sentences were extracted from complex sentences obtained from cloud-based community 
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question answering platforms and the entities were discovered using a named entity 
tagger. 

The second article by Rajakumaran Gayathri and Venkataraman Neelanarayanan, 
‘Identification of regression function and distribution model for denial of service attack in 
Second Life online community using simple network management protocol’ focuses on 
the DoS attack detection, and classification using SNMP MIB variables and linear 
regression model. This paper contributes on identifying TCP MIB variables essential for 
the accurate detection of TCP-SYN in the web-based online communities. The chosen 
SNMP-based TCP MIB are validated through the theoretical references and linear 
regression model. TCP-SYN detection algorithm is formulated with the identified TCP 
MIB variables tcpPassiveOpens, tcpAttemptFails and tcpCurrEstab which yields the 
accuracy of 99.8%. 

The third article by Pratibha Pandey and Abhishek Singh, ‘Energy efficient resource 
management techniques in cloud environment for web-based community by machine 
learning: a survey’ discusses the applications of machine learning in cloud environment 
and its effect on web-based community. This paper has a variety of discussions and 
survey of paper for allocation of resources using machine learning for energy efficient 
data centres for online users. 

The fourth article by Abdul Quadir Md and V. Vijayakumar, ‘Dynamic ranking of 
cloud services for web-based cloud communities: efficient algorithm for rating-based 
discovery and multi-level ranking of cloud services’ addresses the issue of determining 
the trustworthiness of CSPs in web, rating-based dynamic discovery (RBDD) of QoS 
attributes that keeps changing periodically and multi-layer ranking (MLR) algorithm that 
ranks the discovered CSPs in an energy efficient manner have been proposed. This 
approach allows researchers to evaluate CSPs trustworthiness online from Cloud 
Auditors perception and enables the credibility of feedback trust between CSPs and CCs. 
Such method is utmost essential to web CCs who desires to select a service provider from 
a group of CSPs, pleasing their requirements online. Evaluation results indicates that the 
RBDD is capable of sensing behavioural changes in CSPs and discovers the dynamic 
trustworthy service providers and MLR algorithm ranks them based on CC requirements 
with high accuracy and minimal time complexity compared to other approaches. 

The fifth article by Logesh Ravi et al., ‘An intelligent fuzzy-induced recommender 
system for cloud-based cultural communities’ proposes a personalised recommendation 
model in the field of cultural heritage (CH) with the help of the cloud computing 
environment. The experimental results obtained show the improved performance of 
developed RS in the field of CH tourism services. 

As we can see in each of the five preceding articles, ‘automated’ has no longer the 
mere connotation of ‘getting for granted’. Automated in the future will always mean 
‘getting accompanied by meta-data so that unforeseen conclusions can be achieved’. This 
is a challenge for coming young computer scientists and a rich source of income for 
lawyers, human rights activists and educationalists as well. 

Enjoy your reading and feel welcome to upload your own publication into the IJWBC 
review procedure. 


